Introduction

45
Climate change is expected to increase the frequency of extreme events (Meehl 2004; The importance of resource variability results from the deviation between performance However, developing a more mechanistic basis of resource variability effects would 70 allow better predictions of consumer population dynamics in natural communities. The performance of a consumer in a nutritionally variable environment can be rate at which the SU produces biomass from the reserves depends on the intensity and the balance of the 173 mobilized resources fluxes. The SU was implemented such that under constant resource conditions, the 174 two resources act as interactively essential resources thereby enabling resource covariance effects. 175
Materials and Methods
176
Design of the study
177
Within this study the organism is exposed either to a sequence of resource regimes with 178 high and low concentrations of two co-limiting resources, which fluctuate in different 179 frequencies, or to different constant conditions. Five constant treatments result from supplying 180 constant concentrations of both resources either high or low, one high and the other low or both 181 at the mean of high and low ( Fig. 1A-B ; open and black circles). Constant treatments were used 182 to calculate non-linear averaging predictions for growth of the consumer (Fig. 1A-B) . In 
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Symbol Description Equation ( ) Target assimilation effort at reserve balance
Outflow of SU
Maintenance flux = 0. 
255
In the variance treatments high and low concentrations of either P or cholesterol fluctuated,
256
while the other resource (cholesterol or P, respectively) was constant at high concentration. In 
288
Results
289
Model results
290
The simulated growth of the consumer strongly changes with the fluctuation higher growth under negative rather the positive covariance. As we parametrized both resources 308 identically, the phase of fluctuations does not affect growth in negative covariance scenarios.
309
Only under positive covariance, an initially low resource supply decreases growth, which 310 becomes most apparent at low fluctuation frequency (Fig. 4B) .
311
In the model, we included three central concepts of nutritional physiology (Fig. 2) . Dynamic somatic growth rates (fraction of the highest growth rate achieved) of a consumer exposed to fluctuating 338 resource supply starting either with high (upward triangle) or low resource supply (downward triangle) 339 at fluctuation frequencies relative to an arbitrary frequency f. The darker horizontal line is the growth 340 under the same average constant resource supply, ( ), whereas the lighter horizontal line is the non-341 linear averaging prediction of growth under variable resource supply, ( ) (see Fig.1a ). (B-C) 342
Observed juvenile growth rate of Daphnia magna (mean ± 95% C.I.) under (B) varying cholesterol or 343 (C) phosphorus supply, while the other resource (phosphorus or cholesterol, respectively) is kept 344 constant at saturating supply. The darker shaded area is the 95% confidence interval (C.I.) of ( ).
345
The lighter shaded area is the 95% C.I. of ( ) . (Fig. 3B) , where growth rates were comparable to ( ).
353
At low frequencies, however, growth rates were more reduced when exposed to low cholesterol 354 concentrations first (interaction: F2,41 = 9.56, p < 0.001) and reached ( ) at the 1/96h 355 frequency.
356
In the experiment with fluctuating P supply, growth rates were only marginally affected at all frequencies and even lower than ( ) at the 1/96h frequency (Fig. 3C ) . Lower growth 366 rates than ( ) are also predicted by the full model for certain parameter ranges (Appendix 3,
367
Fig . A8 ).
368
The experiments also confirmed the majority of model predictions for the two resource 369 covariance scenarios (Fig. 4C ). Similar to model predictions, frequency dependence was less ( , ) ) for generally observed performance curves (Fig. 1A-B) . Thus, high frequencies 
451
This illustrates the complexity of the challenges that consumers face when they need to acquire 452 multiple resources in heterogeneous landscapes.
453
To tackle these challenges consumers may apply different physiological strategies, (Fig. 5a ). Our results contribute major insights here, as they show that fluctuation 477 amplitude and frequency may act on consumer growth in opposite directions: decreased 478 heterogeneity due to lower amplitude increases consumer performance whereas decreased 479 heterogeneity due to lower frequency decreases it (Fig. 5b-c) . Hence, these two aspects of Organisms face the challenge of reconciling external resource availability and internal 647 nutritional needs. This can be achieved by storing or egesting excess resources. An energetically 648 more efficient route would be to prevent unnecessary ingestion in the first place and thus be 649 able to spend that energy on the assimilation of resources in short supply. Here, we will present 650 how we modelled the adaptive assimilation of resources that is driven by the internal resource 651 requirements.
652
The internal requirements are set as the ratio of resource concentrations in the structural volume 
663
We assume that a trade-off exists between the assimilation efficiencies of the two resources, combinations of assimilation efficiencies. For < 1 the assimilation trade-off is cooperative and at = 688 1 it is exclusive. Throughout this study, we focused on inhibitory enzymatic assimilation pathways and 689 thus used a shape parameter of = 3. 690
Appendix 2 -Detailed model results
691
To study the effect of reserves and acclimation in isolation and in concert, we created different sequentially. Thus, we observe here the inversion of the covariance effect and growth rates 777 become higher for negative than for positive covariance at fast fluctuation frequencies.
778
For certain combinations of and we observe a modelled growth rate below the predictions 779 from non-linear averaging (Fig. A8) , especially for large , i.e. slow acclimation of the A B C
